4:01 -[HOST]- we got a little we have a whole list of things they’re going on here, you and I were just touching something that is on my mouth every single day. all this stuff . . . nuclear energy that’s going on all over the world all over the planet and everything. Everybody saying that this is no good because and of course it’s going to kill us one way or the other know if they keep are treated the way they do . . . in Russia it’s already a mess over there . . . now in Japan that’s forget about it that’s out the window there hundreds of gallons of water . . . going into the the Pacific ocean that they’re already measuring a rise in nuclear energy in the water outside of California

4:40 •[GUEST]• yes

4:41 -[HOST]- because of the way the water goes around and everything, and they want to build more. What are they, nuts?

4:46 •[GUEST]• well, yes they are nuts and . . .

4:50 -[HOST]- I'm serious . . . [cross talk] . . . there's no other way to say it they have to be . . . blatantly, the guys that have said nuclear regulatory rules or regulations have to be in place. Now these guys that the said everything has to be limited. Now they’re saying, “go ahead build it.”

5:11 •[GUEST]• right

5:12 -[HOST]- Are they on drugs?
5:13 •[GUEST]• well what they know bob, I don’t know if they’re on drugs, but what they know is, that so much of the planet, even though we’re seeing an awakening, so many people across, across the globe are still asleep. so people are not paying attention to Fukushima. And anybody who has been paying attention to Fukushima would outright reject any plan that says that we should expand nuclear power. But what we’re seeing is, because people are not awake and they just kinda dissociate. That’s in Japan, that’s Fukushima, that’s just something that’s in the news every once in a while so I don't have to pay attention to it, people just allow this type of stuff to continue. And this is a perfect example where they could talk about building nuclear power plants at the same time that Fukushima is, you know, virtually near-meltdown and it's already impacting, like I said, it's gonna wash up big time on to the west coast of this country and maybe at that point people will start to get it.

6:17 -[HOST]- yeah, they pulled a bunch of tuna out of the water net over there where they go fishing, I guess it’s a little bit South of Japan where they go for tuna and the tuna . . . are making the the machines go off.

6:29 •[GUEST]• yes, right, well the radiation levels are way up and . . . in this country, in our country and also in Canada they just stop reporting radiation levels, that's it, that's how they solve the problem, they just don't talk about it, they don’t report it and the public continues to go about their business not knowing any better

6:49 -[HOST]- Australia is saying to us right now that the . . . plutonium will be alive for three hundred thousand years? I can wait.

6:56 •[GUEST]• oh yeah the shelf life of the radiation is just its unbelievable . . . but again, you know Bob, people don't piece the puzzle together so they don't pay any attention to it, as if it doesn’t exist.

7:09 -[HOST]- All right, let’s go to some really really really heavy heavy-duty things here that you had on the list which is something that that I'd personally I don’t know why you put this on here . . . but I’ll tell you, it’s one of the things . . . that gets me right by the throat. It says “margin of humanity,” “forbidden knowledge,”
“genetically-engineered species,” “advanced civilizations,” now, what you just touch right there is food, the way we live and where we came from.

7:35 •[GUEST]• right

7:38 -[HOST]- [laughing] which one you want to tackle first?

[cross talk and banter]

7:48 •[GUEST]• if people really understood, if they really did their research, and understood the true origins of humanity, if they understood what was really available to them as far as research and artifacts in archaeology, and so on, going back into, you know, thousands upon thousands of years ago, it would just shatter the paradigms that people live within today. So as an example if people knew about the Sumerian tablets that they knew what those tablets contained, where the Sumerian tablets completely explain and describe the origins of the solar system, the origins of man, how man was genetically engineered and so on.

If people really, really got to understand that that's out there it would just shift everything that they know about so what happens is, people would abandon organized religion, they would abandon institutionalized quote-unquote spirituality and they would start to think for themselves.

And that's why religion is there at the end of the day, it's there to keep people from thinking, it's, its that's there to keep people controlled and to keep them away from the truth to keep them away from knowing where they're really from and how it all really began or at least at the very least investigating it so basically keeps people dormant and keeps them in a lulled sleep.

9:15 -[HOST]- except if you're with Reverend Carter’s church (http://firstuu.net/)

• [GUEST]• Yes!

-[HOST]- that's a Unitarian Universalist

• [GUEST]• Yes!
-[HOST]- church. and I'm telling you those people did they really they really got something going for them. because you allowed to think what you want to think you allowed to have an opinion you're allowed to not be pulled around by the nose and they don't even try to pull you around by the nose

9:36 •[GUEST]• well what he has going there is, he's bringing people together and they're freethinking in they're critically thinking. and the way the matrix is designed is to keep people from coming together. they want to keep the common unity out of community. So they want to keep people in silos they want to keep them compartmentalize because if you keep people compartmentalized it becomes in every man for himself type of approach to life and that type of mentality we see that all around us today it's a very selfish mentality. but what the Rev. is doing is he's bringing like-minded people together and once you get that community aspect into play and you have that fellowship it really starts to have a ripple effect and that's how you can really expand freethinking and critical thinking in society.

10:18 •[GUEST]• but the matrix and the powers that shouldn't be they try to suppress that type of approach they don't want that because if people get a little smarter and start to understand things a little more than the whole thing comes apart, it's a house of cards

10:40 -[HOST]- [regarding “freethinkers and critical thinkers”] it's not so much is an opinion, they're not following like the rest of the crowd and everything else, they're making up their own mind based on facts.

10:46 •[GUEST]• That's right it's their freethinkers they're critical thinkers. Their reason using reason for using the intelligence it was given to them by the Creator to take a step back and assessing the situation they're not following, they're not sheep. And that's what the matrix has brilliantly designed, they designed a system in which the masses will follow and they'll just get lulled into whatever direction it is that the matrix wants them to go. the powers to be want them to go, and they just follow but critical thinkers and freethinkers don't do that and that's why in any tyrannical civilization or tyrannical society
the first thing that they do is they go after the dissidents they go at the critical thinkers they go after the artists and poets and the musicians because those people tend to think for themselves and they draw their own conclusions. They don’t typically get lured into the propaganda and the indoctrination.

12:43 •[GUEST]• All it really takes to wake people up is, is just one article is it’s one incident or one situation in which you catch their interest and they can look at it, and if they can take a step back, they can assess it and even if it’s a small shift in thinking that small shift in thinking can wind up being a total change in their paradigm a complete shift out of the old into the new. and my brother and I we do our blog and the reason why we put the types of articles that we put up on the blog, and there is an array, is because we do you want to put an assortment of interesting articles up there to do exactly that. because different things will catch peoples attention not everybody’s going to buy into a particular type of article or situation or circumstance, you got to give them variety. and once you give them variety you’ll hook onto something to catch onto something and hopefully gets the juices going and they start thinking through what it is that the environment and the matrix all around them is about.

14:18 •[GUEST]• . . . but the thing that people have to be careful of I agree with you there is so much information out there but there’s good information and there’s bad information and is everything in between. and what you have to learn to do, but it takes time because in the beginning you will stumble because there is so much information out there and a lot of disinformation, is you have to (take a) seat and sit back and assess and evaluate and take your time in unraveling what it is that you’re trying to research because there is a lot of there is a lot of information a lot of stuff out there and it’s easy to get tripped up. but over time as you continue again down your path and you do your research you will narrow the field with regard to understanding who are that the folks out there that are doing true research true investigative journalism, writing books that contain truth and so on but in beginning it gets a little bit rough ride because you don't know. it takes time to sort of sort through it.

16:35 •[HOST]• . . . but when you said here stupidity which is my number one that’s my number one beef in my
whole life always has been. They are so stupid they just drive you nuts.

16:58 - [HOST] - Media propaganda. They’re reprogramming you to think like them.

17:03 • [GUEST] • absolutely. what everybody has to understand that the mainstream media is nothing more than a propaganda machine. It’s indoctrination. and it's all fabricated, it's all engineering and orchestrated, it's theater is playacting. you have a anchors and you have the reporters that are on CNN and MSNBC, FOX News and all of the mainstream media outlets whether it be cable news or newspapers or television the movies. it's all there to shape your thinking. that's what is there to do - it's all propaganda. and in the movies as an example there's a lot of predictive programming, to get you acclimated and condition to future events. and people have to start to understand this, so when they sit down and they watch the news they’re not getting the news, what they’re getting is they’re getting propaganda getting indoctrination. but the presentation is so slick and let’s just face it Bob - people have been lied to and deceived since the day they were born and so they’re very locked into “this is how it works” and they don’t know any better and it really does take a lot of effort in many cases for a lot of people to break that indoctrination to break that mind control and break out and start thinking for yourself. but the media is propaganda plain and simple.

18:28 - [HOST] - the worst part that I hate about that is and I'm sure you've heard me say that on the Shona before about CNN is more or less the kind of place that when you go to listen to the fire department going up the tree for the cat right eye net and that's about that's about their biggest news is that that is probably correct but you see the one thing that you don't come that comes under the sleaze and stupidity part you get the part about the guy going up the tree to get the cat but what colors the cat it up you only get part of the story you don't get the whole story they only get what you what they think you should hear

19:08 • [GUEST] • (regarding the media not reporting the “whole story”) right well that's exactly right and they're not interested really throw that stuff in every once in a while just to kind of pull you and you and make you think that there’s some good stuff going on the world, but
90% or 95% of what is presented, especially on the cable news channels even on the networks, we talk about ABC NBC CBS, everything is about war, everything is about terror, everything is about bombing, everything is about drones, everything is about shooting and everything is negative.

19:42 •[GUEST]• It’s put out it’s put out there because that’s conditioning, they’re conditioning you to understand and to believe that the world around you is just evil and it’s dangerous and then on the other handle they’ll turn around and say, “but, the government is going to come save you,” it’s the whole problem–reaction solution [*David Icke] approach to things. So first what they have to do is to have to get you conditioned to believe that this is how the world operates and this is how society operates when reality, the only reason it operates this way is because the people at the top of the matrix are orchestrating and pulling the strings the puppet masters are making these things happen so when you have a war these wars are orchestrated and engineer to happen.

20:28 •[HOST]• You got somebody who’s on the chat box right now, he comes under “Truth Seeker” is his handle on there and it says “there's global people around the world not just the US,” and then he says, “everything is about negative energy in the mainstream media.” I take my hat off to that man because he realizes that and him, and a whole bunch of other people, can too if they keep listening to shows like this then getting its through their thick head, “Gee yeah. That’s all I do see on TV.”

20:59 •[GUEST]• yeah that's what we do see on TV and he's absolutely right because the people that are in control, we talk about the people we’re talking at the top of the pyramid. they understand how to manipulate consciousness. and we talk about energy people sometimes will ask me, “Mike is there good energy, is their bad energy?”, and my answer is it's like electricity, is it good electricity or bad electricity. No, we have electricity whether it's used for good purposes or bad purposes is, is the result of who ever is using it. so the people that control the planet and pull the strings that's how they manipulate consciousness, they manipulated by taking the energy and they manipulate it for the negative means to the negative ends [* David Icke]. And so because your thoughts manifest your reality, if they can continue to have your thoughts and your focus
on negative, negative will manifest. so if they can keep you continue to be focused on war and killing and murder and shootings those things will stay in play. if the world just learned to step away from that and put their thoughts and their consciousness in a better place everything would change [*David Icke. Collective consciousness]. but they are masters at manipulating the consciousness and because of that they’re masters at keeping people oppressed and suppressed by manipulating this energy and therefore manipulating the conscious, the mass consciousness.

22:35 •[GUEST]• that’s what happened with 9/11 By The Way. 9/11 when 9/11 happened it was a monumental atomic bomb dropped on the global consciousness and shifted everything, shifted the paradigms of the world and we have yet to come out from under it. And since 9/11 we have now had what 13 years of chasing imaginary boogiemen and wars and all kinds of evil that takes place mostly in the Middle East.

23:11 •[HOST]• yeah but what started it. I’d love, I’d love really find out that truth because you got Oklahoma City, you got (them on here)(?), I mean I know these like the back of my hand. Oklahoma City, 9/11, the London bombers, Boston bombing, Syria, recent shootings there. the best one was Sandy Hook . . .

23:30 •[GUEST]• Yeah . . .

23:31 •[HOST]• . . . I mean come on, I mean, you know, there was so much evidence that they full of (????bull????) somewhere that it was almost a play that somebody just made for real.

23:45 •[GUEST]• Well that’s exactly what it is . . . it’s a drill that went live.

23:49 •[HOST]• Yeah, but it goes back to 911 and it goes back to Oklahoma City and every single one of these things can be traced to a truth. what you’re watching on TV, that’s actually the truth maybe to you because you’re watching it, but it’s really a lie because it shouldn’t happen in the first place. somebody made it real.

24:09 •[GUEST]• That’s right they made it real and that’s what they do, that’s what I talk about when they manipulate the consciousness by taking the energy and shifting it into negative areas negative space - this is what happens this
is what manifests and all those things you just rattled off, I mean . . . this is all a formula every time . . . we saw Oklahoma City bombing, when we saw 9/11 the 7/7 London bombings, the Boston Marathon bombing - it all has a formula and a methodology to it that they follow and people continue to buy into it, they continue to buy the fairytales and stories because people don't have the bandwidth or the interest to dig into the facts and the research. They just look at it then they turn to the government and they say, “save us keep us safe will give up liberty for safety” . . .

25:00 •[GUEST]• . . .if you take a look at the Boston bombing - the marathon bombing - really what that was, was conditioning and a test to see how well they can employ the police state. and you had militarized police, paramilitary in the streets going into peoples homes, violation of the fourth amendment and people readily accepted it and then there’s also footage of people chanting USA USA USA when they caught up with the two patsies. but you know that's what it's all about . . . it's all very good programmed and it's like I said before not to repeat myself too much it's a formula and that's what they follow when they do these false flags.

25:42 •[HOST]• they were in Bayonne I think where the guy lived

25:46 •[GUEST]• yeah

25:47 •[HOST]• that was the Boston, the Boston bomber guy, okay, he lived with two guys that - now this is something that I have not found and if anybody out there finds it put it on the chat box or call in or whatever because I want to know.

there were two guys that he lived with. now these two guys must’ve known what this guy was doing because they were tight with the guy, you know, it was all in one place that it was only in one place until he went back and forth to Connecticut.

Let's put it this way, where are the two guys. they were not arrested but they were taken into custody by whomever you know went there to the house and got them but you never heard from them again.
26:25 •[GUEST]• no

25:47 -[HOST]- where did they go? It’s like [laughs] okay you take two guys that live with a guy, was building all these bombs and everything else in his place, he didn’t do it in his car – I know that – so, okay, so they [“they”?] were doing all these things, these guys probably knew a lot about him and everything else, they just disappeared.

26:44 •[GUEST]• yeah. yeah, that’s right . . . you know, it’s just a maze of uh it’s a maze of complexities Bob, and then what they do is - like you just said - they just shut, they just don’t talk about it. and if they don’t talk about it the media, which is complicit in the whole thing, doesn't report it and the whole thing just disappears from the public domain. Then they move onto the next story or to the next [????misdirection????] that they want to take, you know, the storyline. I mean, if they feel like they’re going to get found out our that people are going to figure it out, just shut it down and then they go left or right to take another turn, the media picks it up and propagates the story, but this is how it works.

27:28 -[HOST]- and lax [LAX airport] the other day was that was that had to hit my top 10. Here’s an airport, there are one terminal. There’s only one guy in one terminal, they can instantly get pictures now from cameras seeing this guy and where he came from, even where he was or where he came from into the building. they shut down the airport. What did they think, somebody was going to fly it and then on a little spaceship or something like that and come and do something else?

Noooooo, they wanted to see if they, just like you said before, what they wanted to see, if one guy took a shot, they could shut down the whole airport

28:06 •[GUEST]• right. what they’re doing is, there’s a couple things going on - number one is, the immediate - they want to create the fear factor and then once they create the fear factor they can go after things like the Second Amendment, you know, go after guns - they want gun control but, even beyond that, some people just think it’s all about gun control and it’s not - their watching, they’re looking to see reaction, they’re looking to see how
people behave want to see if - how people adapt or how they respond to these types of situations so that can then further develop their plan or agenda later on, this is how it works.

28:38 •[GUEST]• In all of these scenarios, Oklahoma City all the video was confiscated - 9/11 the Pentagon video was confiscated. London bombings, the video, the CCTV cameras didn’t work up. we have in the Aurora shooting the batman shooting in Colorado we never saw the video footage from the theater seat temple (sic) the cameras were disabled that day. Sandy Hook who had just had all the surveillance put into the school we never saw the video footage, there’s no, there’s no film. there’s no video of what took place inside of Sandy Hook and the same thing happened at LAX - no video footage, nothing. so, there is no view - there is no investigation - honest investigation - to understand what really went on with each of these situations.

29:30 •[GUEST]• and every single one of these situations - these circumstances - the video was either not shown or confiscated and then you had to rely on the official story with regard to what happened and you know I don't know anybody who’s a freethinker and a critical thinker - if you think - you know - that's not, that's not good, that’s not right, if you think that that's okay then - [laughs] - we've got - you know, big big problems and that’s why we do have big big problems because a lot of people don't question that, they think it’s okay, they think because law-enforcement some government officials stepped up to the plate and said, “this is what happened, don't question anything, just trust us,” - they just go along for the ride. And this is why we’re having the problems were having in the world today.

30:05 -[HOST]- One of the reasons why I thought Boston was a little smelly from my own angle sort of looking at it was had a guy on that on the news that that afternoon that that day about his trial being shot in the school

30:20 •[GUEST]• yeah

30:20 -[HOST]- and here's a guy that was calm, collect, his eyes were moving back and forth, it wasn’t like he was in shock or anything else cause I looked at that video like 100 times and I keep looking for any kind of a sort of, sort of like a feeling of grief - you know what I mean? -
like some kind of move, you know, body language. in that direction. There was none.

30:42 -[HOST]- then, a psychiatrist, you know, comes on and tells you well you know it's the way people feel is the way people that go through grief it is that and the other thing. that would probably be true if the guy had long enough to think through what had happened and why.

30:39 •[GUEST]• right

30:39 -[HOST]- but this was a shock issue. I personally, and I don't about anybody else is listening to this show, I don’t know how anybody, could say what he said. I'd be on a . . . I’d be, forget about it, I wouldn’t be able talk I wouldn’t be . . . my eyes would be red, crying the whole 9 yards - I'm sorry I’m human just like everybody else. this guy had ZIP . . .

31:21 •[GUEST]• yes

31:21 -[HOST]- absolutely nada. and there was another woman too that was also interviewed too and it was the same thing - you look at their eyes, you can see, you know, they got like the bags under the eyes that of the red or you can see like that you know the glassiness of the eyes or anything like that. I didn't see it.

31:38 -[HOST]- There’s nothing wrong with my screen, there was nothing wrong with the video I was looking at. what happened? Where these people in the biggest play on TV?

31:49 •[GUEST]• yeah, well that’s the same thing happened with Sandy Hook, right? I mean we had these people step forward, these families and their there was ah, no remorse there was no tears there’s no emotion, you know?

31:59 -[HOST]- nothing. zip.

31:49 •[GUEST]• nothing. nothing. It’s just this, in some cases with Sandy Hook these family step forward like a day or two later and they got smiles on their face and, you know and . . .

32:08 -[HOST]- YEAH!
32:08 •[GUEST]• and it’s surreal and you’re absolutely right Bob, this is not normal . . .

32:11 •[HOST]• That’s scary

32:11 •[GUEST]• . . . behavior in these types of circumstances so what’s up?

32:14 •[HOST]• That’s scary. That’s scary. I mean, you know, if they have anything in the, well I don’t know, you’re in the business if they could mass hypnotize people or, or, I don’t know, there’s got to be something and it wasn’t something in the water we know that. but what we were looking at, us looking at, you know, we’re coming from an angle right now where hopefully we’re waking people up to look at the same thing. but we are observers. we observe everything – the words that are written, the things that are said, the things that are on TV, that's why we are here doing and saying what we are saying because we kind of sort of thought out of the box and read out-of-the-box. and that's where we come from our opinions, our opinions are based on fact, real fact that fake fact, real fact. and those people that are in all these situations – Oklahoma City, ah 77 London ah the Boston thing ah Sandy Hook, LAX (L.A. airport) the other day which I thought was the funniest thing I ever saw because it was on for two days but, I, you know, out of all these things that are coming out there, there is something going on. if you take all the dots and you connect them, something that happened at Oklahoma City could affect people in a certain way, 9-1-1 same thing. London, same thing. Boston, same thing. I think they’re just collecting information, they are going to make a format or, or handbook out of it. if you really want to control through complete total fear the public the publica, the publication (sic) . . . population. Of, of this country, this is how you do it. because they are going to come to that point.

33:56 •[GUEST]• right, that’s what they’re doing Bob I mean, that’s what I was saying before, right, you’re on that very point which is they are observing it's it's not just the immediate gun control issue or free-speech issue or fourth amendment issue with illegal search and seizures they’re also watching to understand behavior they want to see how people react and by understanding people’s behaviors and their reactions they then are able to tailor
and fine tune future types of events to understand how people will react to the police state or how they’re going to react to shutting things down or you know going to a football game and, and ah having the TSA there or being on a Greyhound bus and having the TSA there, it’s all conditioning for future events and what they’re doing is they’re fine-tuning for the future and they’re gonna keep doing it and doing it until they feel they have it just perfect.

34:52 -[HOST]- and you know to do that of course they have to condition us

34:55 •[GUEST]• right

34:55 -[HOST]- so how they gonna do this? okay. you know you know who I’m talking about when I say Rosie Devon New Zealand (????)

35:03 •[GUEST]• yes

35:05 -[HOST]- Well Rosie is somebody that’s waking up the world . . . by actually writing the truth and . . . what’s going on in everything from GMO food to, you know, what you’re watching on TV etc. but I think . . . from a human side of this our foods can control us faster than anything on the planet

35:26 •[GUEST]• Oh yeah

35:27 -[HOST]- because the one who’s got the food has got you

35:33 •[GUEST]• right that’s it exactly right

35:35 -[HOST]- . . . that’s the end of the story, once they take over the food they got you, now there are people right now that are pushing back and saying, “no, no I want GMO labels.” Come on, half of the organic labels may not be right

35:50 •[GUEST]• that’s a big problem today because the ah organic labels are being commandeered by the big agri companies. A lot of the organic food labels are in discussions with companies like Monsanto to broker deals and the public needs to be made aware of that, that what
you see as an organic label today or what you saw as an organic label a year ago is not going to mean the same thing 6 months from now or a year from now.

35:35 -[HOST]- exactly because . . . whatever they’re putting in the ground I mean that when I saw, when I saw the compost that they were selling to organic farmers the other day I went through the roof. there’s organic but it’s actually like a compost you know they throw on vegetables and things

36:34 •[GUEST]• right

36:34 -[HOST]- with human fetus (sic) (??!?!), in it. I mean, it’s human parts, they took, they took the waste in it from waste sewer plants and put it in there to give something else, I don’t know, with some chemical that that humans have that put in this stuff. So, in other words, I can’t say it on this show (laughing) . . .

36:51 •[GUEST]• I know (laughing)

36:51 -[HOST]- ( both laughing) I really wanted to but let’s face it I’m going to put it to the public this way, you’re going to be eating ‘S’ and you’re going to be full of ‘S’ . . .

37:04 •[GUEST]• yes

37:04 -[HOST]- because that’s exactly what they doing to your food.

37:07 •[GUEST]• and you know what, Bob? It’s just amazing this information is out there but so many people do not care or they’re in denial, you know, I know people that are very smart people that are in denial over these types of things because it doesn’t fit into how they want to define their lives and if they think beyond that parameter or beyond that paradigm they just cannot deal with it, so they try to package everything and keep it defined a certain way so that they feel comfortable that this is my life regardless of the fact that it’s not true and that’s what I always tell people look you got to understand, and you gotta seek truth, that’s what you have to do and it’s ghandi that said even if I am a minority of one the truth is the truth and I think it’s when the most profound quotes of all time because a lot of people who want to seek truth
and the truth moment the biggest problem that we have especially initially when you first start to try to explain things to people is, you get called all kinds of names, you’re called conspiracy theorist, tinfoil hat wearer, you’re a, you know, you’re a lunatic, your this or that type of thing there. There’s all of this, you get attacked and I’ve had that with myself and it’s but over time what happens is as you become more and more secure in, in the truth and who you are as far as pursuing the truth, that stuff doesn't bother you anymore but it becomes, it’s very difficult for people who first get started and that’s what’s going circling back to what you talking about the food and everything else, people are afraid to get into the truth because it’s disturbing. many times the truth is not an easy thing to swallow, I mean, no pun intended, it it’s very disturbing to a lot of people so they’d rather just hunker down and in hide behind the lies because they rationalize the lies and say, “okay, well it’s not that bad,” and, and there’s different perspectives of truth and I always tell people there are different perspectives of true – truth is truth – you have, if you think that your truth is a certain way but it’s not the truth, that’s not the truth, that's a perspective that you have and that’s what I try to explain to people. But people don’t want to talk about chemtrails they don’t want to talk about fluoride they don’t want to talk about GMO’s, they don’t want to know about vaccines and flu shots they don't want to know about the fact that they are being poisoned every day by the pharmaceutical industry and the medical industry.

39:33  -[HOST]- isn’t it funny how they’re all getting together with each other though you got, you got you have all the guys you got Montesano – of course

39:38  •[GUEST]• right

39:33  -[HOST]- but then you’ve also got the other guys that are stepping into some of this like Johnson & Johnson, Lederle I think was the other one, Pfizer is another one and a few other ones. I mean, come on, you know, I mean, how many times, and anybody out there, I mean, look, you know, you could put on the, I know there’s a lot of stuff coming through the chat box right now but, there’s a lot of things that out there, when you watch TV, and you watch them advertise drugs and more drugs and more drugs and more drugs and you keep seeing it and seeing it and seeing it, what is one half, and I've measured this, if you just take
out your watch and watch the second hand and . . . when they’re doing this . . . half of the whole commercial is what it can do to you if you are not made to take that drug.

40:27 •[GUEST]• Side effects

40:27 •[HOST]• Yeah. It keeps going and going and going you could die, your hair could fall out, your tongue could, could ah, you know you can swallow it. Your teeth could rot, your feet would fall off. I mean, it just keeps going and go . . . I mean, I’m but I’m being facetious but, in a sense that that’s actually what they’re telling you. All of these things that can happen to you. All they’re doing, and nobody realizes this either, I mean, from a legal step, you know, step forward, the legal thing in that years ago people were making millions and millions of dollars (unintelligible) because there was nothing written on the label that said something could happen so now they’ve gone 360 on it and they’re coming out and they’re telling you on TV, where you’re watching a media portal, that you believe in anyway. So, how many people can actually stand up to me and tell me whether or not I’m correct when I say 50% almost of a commercial is what’s wrong with the drug or what could be wrong for the drug for you. nobody can . . .

41:32 •[GUEST]• right

41:32 •[HOST]• nobody can.

41:33 •[GUEST]• right. right.

41:34 •[HOST]• they might say, “well, yeah I heard that.” Well you heard that? But what about the drug? they will tell you about the drug

41:40 •[GUEST]• yes

41:41 •[HOST]• I’ve asked people and, uh, I mean, that, I’m, and not just me

41:44 •[GUEST]• right.

41:44 •[HOST]• but I mean it’s like I, for some reason, I hear the negative stuff before you hear the positive stuff. And I wouldn’t take the drug anyway. so, I mean, you know,
it's like that's the way, I mean, an aspirin is good for me.

41:55 •[GUEST]• Well that’s what they, see what they do Bob is, they tell you all the nasty stuff but as they tell you all the nasty stuff, if you notice those commercials, is what they’re doing is, they’re showing the person swimming, you know . . .

42:04 •[HOST]• Oh yeah

42:04 •[GUEST]• the person is like running, they’re on a swing, there’s all this, this happy stuff that’s going on so as you’re talking about the side effects . . .

42:13 •[HOST]• sure

42:13 •[GUEST]• the person is, is kind of hearing it but what they’re doing is they’re watching it’s the visual. visual perception is very, very powerful and that's why they do that. they present that visual impact to the person that’s watching television and that's what they’re really taking in and they’re really downplaying all the side effects you just mentioned

42:32 •[HOST]• sure and the funny part about the whole thing is we’re actually taking it in, we’re believing it.

42:37 •[GUEST]• yes

42:38 •[HOST]• that’s the bad port

42:39 •[GUEST]• yeah. Yeah, well look, Bob the pharmaceutical industry, I mean, their goal is to keep people sedated and in order to do that they have to get people to buy into it so it’s all what we talked about before when we talk about media propaganda, that’s exactly what it is it's all this indoctrination and it’s propaganda that’s put out there . . . it, it's everything it's the wars it’s, um, it's the pharmaceuticals it’s your food it's flu shots, it’s everything and it is really hard for people to get their hands wrapped around the fact of how subverted this entire process is that the environment that we live in, the world are we living that it’s, it's truly amazing
43:26 -[HOST]- and the worst part is that we actually believe it because we believe that their smart enough to tell us what they tell us.

43:32 *[GUEST]* right

43:32 -[HOST]- I’ll give you, I’ll give you a for instance and I’ve said this on the show to. flu shots. when was the flu serum made? Well most of it was made the year before. do, you know, in lots for whatever else or up to 7 or 8 months ago, you know, whatever. well, okay, that particular strain of flu could’ve already become another strain. . . , you know, strain of flu.

43:59 *[GUEST]* right

43:59 -[HOST]- so now they’re giving you a flu shot that’s not going to work and they know it.

44:05 *[GUEST]* Well, it’s not going to work with regard to keeping you from getting the flu, but it’s going to work to keep people sick and that’s, that’s what the pharmaceutical and the medical industries pretty much all about at the end of the day, they want to keep people on pills, they want to keep people sedated, um, they have to keep them very reliant on the system because by doing that it’s a very sick, sick cycle. its profit. and by keeping people, you know, ill or keeping them attached to pharmaceuticals or attached to psychotropic drugs then this, this wicked cycle stays in place and it’s, you got the insurance industry in it, the medical industry in it, the pharmaceutical, they’re all in bed together, they’re making enormous amounts of money on making people believe that they need drugs that they don’t need or that they need surgeries that they don’t need it, it's really an unbelievable situation that we’re in, in this world and the people are buying into it, like you keep saying, that’s the thing that’s really mind-boggling is, more and more people are not stepping back and saying, “this is so unhealthy, this is not where I’m supposed to be.” People are just bought into it, lock stock and barrel. it’s just amazing to me.

45:27 -[HOST]- You know, what’s this? From ah, down under, we’re getting a lot of things down here in the tuna from cancer the cancer industry and you know what? this is something that I’ll pass-through you Mike . . . ever since
we started the Waldy’s, the big, you know, things that they do about cancer and everything else and everything from uh, I don’t know, all kinds of different x-rays and all kinds of things - they came out with this one thing and it was a pink ribbon

45:55 •[GUEST]• yeah

45:55 •[HOST]• that you stick on your car, you stick on your walls, you buy the, you know, you donate by buying the calendar and everything else. Does anybody know how much money have been made in the things that have that pink ribbon on it. Does anybody have an, I mean, really, I have a pretty good idea because I looked up and I found some some numbers and things that about the ah the industry in another product that was very similar to it. so I figure if I take the one that’s not number one, I figure the numbers are pretty good. I mean you can make over $100 billion just in the rights to that ribbon . . .

46:34 •[GUEST]• right

46:34 •[HOST]• so, okay, so if that’s the case, why didn’t they take the hundred billion dollars and put it into the, into the business to get rid of cancer completely?

46:45 - [?] - but that’s the thinking

46:46 - [talking over each other]

46:34 •[HOST]• But they’re going to keep selling. Yeah, they’re going to keep selling though because cancer they want around because they make so much money on it.

46:52 •[GUEST]• right

46:52 •[HOST]• I mean, if somebody gets anything that’s got to do with cancer, I mean, we’re talking millions and millions and millions of dollars . . . I mean . . . I’ve dealt with a couple of doctors that that I had talked to lately and, I’m serious, you get a test, that’s a thousand dollars. You get another test, that’s a thousand dollars, you get a drug, $500 and, you know, and it goes on and on and on, THEN the first thing they tell you when you go to see them is, “how much insurance do you have?”
47:20 •[GUEST]• right

47:20 -[HOST]- Is that the way they’re going to charge you?

47:27 •[GUEST]• well that’s, that’s part of the equation, absolutely.

47:28 -[HOST]- Yeah, I mean, What if you turn around and say you got no insurance? I mean, they’re not going to throw you out obviously but they’re gonna, they’re gonna charge you something and then you know you what my other businesses is, and that’s fixing peoples credit for the entire country. And that’s something I do very well and I’m very, very, I believe in everything that’s there and I’ve been studying this stuff and working on this stuff since 1999 and still I see nothing but medical collections all over people’s, you know, reports. and these people don’t even know they had them.

48:02 •[GUEST]• yeah. yep it's a very evil system and it’s, it's just very twisted Bob, there’s no doubt about it, you know I tell people, um, all the money that we’re spending making bombs and killing and making weapons in developing a type of technology, trillions upon trillions upon trillions of dollars and, we can take that money and we can invest it back in humanity, which means we can invest in people having proper medical care, people being able to have proper education, being able to develop the country back to the point where we have entrepreneurial spirit and the business environment, small business environment, back into play, to make the country thrive again, the people thrive again, but they have, the powers to be are the powers that shouldn’t be I should say they don’t think that way because they don’t care about humanity so what we have is a situation you just laid out, where, what they do is they look at anyway they can to be able to bilk the public out of money. because what they want to do at the end of the day is, they have to maintain the debt, they have to keep it the debt piled on people’s heads because, if the debt stays in play and people have their nose right above the waterline, if your nose is right above the waterline, then that’s really all your focus on is surviving and you’re not looking at anything else. so that’s their distraction, keep the fear factor in play, and medical, pharmaceutical, all
that stuff is part of that whole fear mechanism, I mean, look what’s going on today with Obamacare.

49:48 -[HOST]- I was just gonna bring that up and I'm glad you did. My quick one and that is, we have things that we were just talking about all over the world [unintelligible] we're doing stupid things that with money enough to kill people, okay? If we took, I mean . . . [unintelligible sounds] . . . Ron Paul runs again I’m going to vote for that guy. He’s the only one that, that literally said, “why are we fighting everybody else’s wars” . . .

50:14 -[GUEST]• right

50:14 -[HOST]- if we saved all that money that’s going to all these places and all these countries for fighting everybody else’s, I mean literally fighting, not to mention the black ops that are going underneath, that are doing underneath work, and they pay off this one, that one, truck loads full money and cash going into these countries - if we kept all that money, do you know Obamacare would not exist.

50:39 -[GUEST]• exactly, there would be free healthcare

50:40 -[HOST]- that's right. because we'd have more money than we need

50:46 -[GUEST]• exactly

50:46 -[HOST]- so if I get anymore e-mails or anything else, let me tell you something, I’m going to profess this on the show, I swear to you, I will, I mean, and I’ve said it before on other shows, we are stupid. only reason why say we’re stupid is because, why should we go and fight every single extra war anywhere in the world. every other, every other country that goes they pick and choose, like “I’m to go there, I’m going to there, I'm going to go there.” Not America. Nope, we go all over. But that’s your money. You know what I mean? It’s your money they’re going with. they had solar panels they lost $500 million, so what? Guess who paid for it? You did. and I did.

51:32 -[GUEST]• exactly. [cross talking] To take it a step further, Bob, I mean, not to get too esoteric with some of the folks that might be listening but, this country the Republic of United States is under foreign occupation by
the international bankers. so when we talk about the United States military, the United States military is not defending the national interest of the defense of the Republic of the United States it is defending and fighting the wars for the occupying force which is the international banking system and their web of corporatocracy. That's what's going on and people have got to start getting smart about this, they have to understand what's going on, I mean, we had Leon Panetta about a year ago in Congress he was in, he was, there was some kind of a commission or briefing that was done, I think it was with the Senate, and he had said that he does not have to inform the Congress about anything that goes on with the military going out to fight or invade or whatever it may be because they take their orders internationally from the U.N., now I'm paraphrasing but I have that clip and that's what he said and that should have been a wake up call for everybody but, at the end of the day, like everything else, most people don't care - in one ear and out the other.

52:50  -[HOST]- well I tell you what, what we are going to do is, we are definitely going to have to do this in the future, but this is going to be, this is going to be something that we got to do more regular. and . . . [unintelligible sounds] . . . the show, because let me tell you something I’m a, I was, you know, if I had the time I would open up a can of worms like you never saw in your life. I mean FEMA is somebody that I fought with, literally, legally. I fought with them, once. Uh, we have so many other things that are going on right now . . . around the world and it would some of things that you were mentioning were the U.N. . . . [unintelligible sounds] . . . there’s really no difference between FEMA and, or, the UN, or anything else, and as far as our government is concerned the words “we the people” were flushed a long time ago.

51:32 •[GUEST]• yeah. it's global government Bob, it’s the New World order, you know. People used to laugh at that all the time, when people mentioned New World Order, it was all conspiracy stuff, but now, the powers to be, the people that are, you know, the puppet masters, are, are upfront about it now, they’re coming out in mainstream media, talking about the New World Order, talking internationalism, talking about globalism. so it's out
there and that's what it's all about it's all about global, one world government.

54:03  -[HOST]- but you know what? we could take it back.

54:06  •[GUEST]• we can take it back but people have got to wake up to what's really going on.

54:10  -[HOST]- That’s right

54:10  •[GUEST]• As long as people continue to operate with left-right paradigm’s, black versus white, gay versus straight, Christians versus Islam - as long as they stay in that duality, that paradox and they argue debate with each other, we’re gonna go nowhere . . . [cross talk] . . . they gotta step back and understand that those debates and those distractions were created to do exactly that - to distract people and keep them preoccupied so they don't see what the puppet masters are doing, with the great Oz is doing, behind the curtain.

54:41  -[HOST]- well, with that said, we’ll end it here and of course Mike . . .